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ABSTRACT
Reflection is a common activity at work. Collaborative reflection
is an activity in which multiple participants add to reflection by
sharing experiences, perspectives and insights together, thus
transcending individual capabilities. Despite its potential for
change at workplaces, there are little insights on how to support
collaborative reflection with technology. To close this gap, this
paper analyses four cases in which a tool to support collaborative
reflection has been used at different workplaces. It uses qualitative
data from app usage, an analysis of content from the tool and
feedback gathered from participants to shed light on how people
use support tools for collaborative reflection. The results of this
wok include factors supporting and constraining reflection in tools
as well as implications for tool design.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education]: Collaborative learning;
K.4.3 [Organizational Impacts]: Computer-supported
collaborative work.

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Reflection, Collaborative Reflection, Workplace, Learning

1. INTRODUCTION: SUPPORTING
COLLABORATIVE REFLECTION
Reflection is a common activity performed by people in different
work places every day: Workers ask themselves whether they can
do better in certain situations, teams analyze their performance
and think about improving their cooperation, and during work
people question their doings and try to improve. Conceptually,
reflection can be understood as returning to experiences, reassessing them in the light of current knowledge and drawing
conclusion for future work from this [3]. This refers to what
Schön [23] describes as reflection-on-action in contrast to
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reflection-in-action which happens right while conducting a task.
This process of drawing conclusions from the insights gained by
reflecting on past experiences needs attention to work being done
and the rationales for doing it the way it was done [32] as well as
a mindset of being open to learn from current or past experiences,
which needs to be established and spread to make reflection
effective in organizations [30].
Despite the benefit of reflection and the awareness of people for
this benefit reflection may not always be possible for workers –
there might be no time and space to do this, or there may be other
constraints. If it is then shifted to a certain time after the
experience, fading or incomplete memories may hinder adequate
reflection. In addition, relevant information to reflect on certain
experiences may not be available for individuals, but only from a
group of people. These and other constraints of reflection in daily
practice may be diminished by tool support for reflection that
helps people to keep memories of experiences, gather different
perspectives on these experiences, reflect on them individually or
in groups and share insights derived from reflection (see e.g.,
[13,15,26]).
It has been found that collaborative reflection may create insights
beyond reflection outcomes that individuals can produce by
combining different people’s perspectives and knowledge [13,20],
and that this needs specific support for the collection, coordination
and combination of different contributions to the reflection
process. Unfortunately, research on reflection support mainly
covers individual reflection and education settings, in which
constraints such as time and space occurring in many workplaces
often do not play a decisive role, as reflection is part of the
curriculum. Consequently, there are only a few insights on how to
provide collaborative reflection support with tools (e.g.,
[16,26,33]). Given the potential of collaborative reflection at work
there is a need to fill the resulting research gap.

2. COLLABORATIVE REFLECTION:
RELATED WORK
2.1 Understanding Collaborative Reflection
Collaborative reflection differs from individual reflection, and
therefore imposes additional requirements for tools: If people
want to reflect together, they have to make experiences explicit,
share and compare them, collaboratively gain insights and create
ideas for change in future work [6,33]. This needs communication
support e.g. for the exchange of similar experiences and to
collaboratively understand them [4,10,33]. In work on face-toface collaborative reflection it has been shown that structuring the
process can be helpful [4], that there is need to support the
articulation of issues to reflection upon [2] and the possibility to
refer to each other [11].

collaboorative reflectionn support. A deccisive part of thiis work was
the devvelopment of ttools specifically tailored to ccollaborative
reflectiion (see section 3.1), as there w
were no such apps available
we started the stuudy.
when w

2.3 A
Analyzing R
Reflection Support
Literatuure on analyzinng tools to suppport conversatiions with a
certain purpose amonng people pointss to the analyssis of usage
figures and content annalysis. While thhe analysis of ussage figures
offers insights on toool adoption, acctivity and enggagement in
converssations (e.g., [88,18,35,37]), conntent analysis is seen as a
means to look into thee quality of convversations [14,377], which in
our casse means the quaality of collaboraative reflection.

F
Figure 1. Collab
borative reflection support blu
ueprint [25,28].
C
Collaborative refflection overlapss with well-know
wn concepts fro
om
C
CSCW and CSCL such as sensem
making, problem
m solving or grou
up
ddecision supportt (e.g., [5,24,31
1,36]), and thiss may imply th
hat
cconcepts from these areas may be easily
y transferred to
ccollaborative refl
flection support. However, despiite these overlap
ps,
thhe discriminatin
ng aspects co-occcurring in refleection – focus on
o
ppast work, undeerstanding the experience
e
and planning for th
he
fu
future – are nott present in such combination in other concep
pts
[26]. Therefore research on co
ollaborative reflection may draaw
fr
from such conccepts, but need
ds to explore how
h
collaborativ
ve
reflection works in practice and
d how people use
u technology to
ssupport it at theirr workplaces (see [26] for a detaailed discussion)..
B
Based on empiriical and design
n work feeding into the studiies

Codingg the content of cconversations haas been shown too be a key to
analyziing the way thesse tools support people and to w
which extent
they fuulfill their goals [14,34,37]. Unfo
fortunately, for ccollaborative
reflectiion at work suppported by toools there is no scheme for
analyziing such contentt available. Existting approaches as proposed
by Flecck and Fitzpatricck [9], Zhu [40] or de Groot et aal. [11] stem
from m
more general connversation analyssis contexts or aare related to
reflectiion in educationnal settings, whicch differs from rreflection at
work. In particular, sschemes from eeducational settiings do not
regard the articulation of experiences and issues in tthem, as the
contentt to be reflected about is often giiven in such setttings instead
of beinng created by a reflection parrticipant. In adddition, these
schemees are often too coarse to betterr understand the way people
reflect. Complementinng existing scheemes and suppporting their
extensiion, several auuthors describe aspects of (coollaborative)
reflectiion that need to be considered w
when reflection is analyzed
[3,17,221,22,29,35,39]. Among these asspects, recurring topics are


Reeturning to experiences, including emootions and
rattionales for actioons [3,9,21,35]
Prrobing, challen
nging or supporting other ccontributions
[1 1,17,29]
Liinking betwe en experiencees and otheer sources
(exxperiences, know
wledge, data) [17,22,35,40]
Reepeating and coommenting on oother contributioons [22,40]
Sh
haring perspectiives and opinionns [9,35,39]
Drrawing from expperiences [3,9,11,21]
Trransforming inssights into practiice [3,21]

ppresented in th
his paper [25,26,27] we creatted a model for
f
ccollaborative refflection, which we use as a blueprint for th
he
ddevelopment of tools [25,28]. As
A shown in Fig
gure 1 it suggessts
ssupporting collab
borative reflectio
on as interplay of
o reflecting in th
he
ggroup and leavin
ng opportunities for individual reflection.
r
Suppo
ort
inncludes (usually at the beeginning of th
he process) th
he
ddocumentation of
o experiences an
nd, if results aree created from th
he
pprocess, possibiliities to sustain th
hese results.



22.2 Tool Suppo
ort for Collaborrative Reflection
n
A
An analysis on existing
e
collaborrative reflection support as part of
thhis work reveaaled that this area has not been researcheed
inntensively, and that existing ap
pproaches are mainly
m
focused on
o
inndividual reflecction or educaation settings [2
25,26]. This has
h
recently also been recognized by
y several authors [1,19,23].

In com
mbination with exxisting schemes for conversationn analysis in
related areas, these topics can be used aas a foundation tto develop a
coding scheme for colllaborative reflecttion.

A
Among existing approaches on
n individual refllection support, a
nnotable approach
h has been descrribed by Isaacs et
e al [15]. In theeir
toool, users can describe
d
experien
nces, rate them according to theeir
ffeelings about th
hem and are re-prompted regulaarly afterwards to
re-assess these rating
r
in order to continuously
y reflect on them
m.
D
Despite the valu
ue of this contriibution, it is so
olely designed for
f
inndividual refleection purposess. For collabo
orative reflectio
on
ssupport, besides generic tools su
uch as whiteboaards also proposeed
ffor reflection pu
urposes (e.g., [1
16]), Fleck and Fitzpatrick sho
ow
hhow a series of pictures represeenting daily actiivities can trigg
ger
reflection in a social
s
group [9]], and Scott sho
ows how learnin
ng
pportfolios can sup
pport collaboratiive reflection in education [33].
L
Looking at this state of the art,
a we can see that there is no
n
ssufficient amoun
nt of insights on
n tools support for collaborativ
ve
w
work available. Our work [25,2
26,27] and thatt of a few otheers
[19,23] aims to derive such inssights and supp
port the design of







Howevver, such analyssis may not be enough: Insteadd of relying
solely on content codiing, several autthors argue for a combined
approacch of analyzingg communicatioon in electronic media. For
examplle, [18] arguee for using ddescriptive data such as
commuunication thread length to complement content aanalysis. [8]
proposee to measure thhe responsivenesss to others and the amount
of peopple interacting w
with each other aas additional info
formation on
a conveersation group, aand [37] describbe different aspects of social
networkk analysis to undderstand group aactivity better.

3. ST
TUDY: COL
LLABORA
ATIVE
REFL
LECTION SUPPORT IN PRACT
TICE
To gaiin insights intoo how people uuse collaborativve reflection
supportt at work, wee analyzed fouur groups from
m different
workpllaces and contexxts using a toool we developedd to support
reflectiion on social innteraction at w
work. The resultts from this
analysiis are based on a combination of log data anaalysis, social
networkk analysis, conttent analysis, annd qualitative daata gathered
from thhe participants oof the study. Com
mbining this dataa provides a

Figure 2. The TalkReflection
n App with an ex
xperience reporrt commented oon (left) and thee list of reports created by userrs (right).
hholistic insight into the practicee of using collab
borative reflectio
on
ssupport and alllows to draw conclusions bo
oth for assessin
ng
teechnology supp
ported collaboraative reflection groups and for
f
ddesigning collaborative reflectio
on tools. The an
nalysis of the daata
ddescribed in the paper
p
was driven
n by three researrch questions:
11.

How do (d
different groups of) people usee tools supportin
ng
collaborativ
ve reflection at work?
w

22.

Which are the
t factors suppo
orting or constraaining the usage of
tools supporrting collaborativ
ve reflection at work?
w

33.

Which aspects of tools can support collaborrative reflection at
work?

T
This paper descrribes a study aim
ming to answer these
t
questions, It
w
was undertaken in
i four differentt cases, in which
h participants useed
thhe same tool (th
he ‘TalkReflectio
on App’) to sup
pport collaborativ
ve
reflection.

33.1 The TallkReflection
n App for Collaborativ
C
ve
R
Reflection Support
S
F
For the analysis of
o collaborative reflection tool support
s
in practice
w
we conducted a study of differen
nt cases with diffferent workforcce,
uusing a tool we had created from
m earlier studiees of collaborativ
ve
reflection at wo
ork [reference omitted for bliind review]. Th
he
T
TalkReflection App
A
supports collaborative
c
refflection on sociial
innteraction such as conversation
ns at work. To make
m
sure that th
he
sstudy covered different
d
situatio
ons and settingss of reflection at
w
work such as sp
pontaneous refleection, reflection
n in meetings an
nd
oothers we did no
ot restrict the use
u of the tool at
a the workplacces
pparticipating in th
he study but leftt usage to participants.
B
Based on earlier empirical work [references omitted
o
for blin
nd
review], the Talk
kReflection App was built to sup
pport collaborativ
ve
reflection on interactions am
mong staff and clients, service
pproviders and colleagues.
c
Thiss is a relevantt topic for man
ny
oorganizations: In
I the workplaaces covered by
b the study as
eexamples, in meedical and care domains workeers have stressfful
innteraction with patients
p
of hosp
pitals, residents of
o care homes an
nd
relatives, and in public administtration people are
a facing difficu
ult
innteractions with members of thee public.
T
The TalkReflecction App was developed to
t support succh
innteractions by collaborative refllection among workers,
w
clarifyin
ng
isssues in a peer group. For this, it supports the documentation of
innteractions and
d collaborative reflection on them by sharin
ng
resulting reportss and commentiing on them. This,
T
in line wiith

related work [4,13,33,,35,38], helps w
workers to expllicate, share
and refflect on experiennces from convversations by suppporting the
steps off reflection desccribed in the blueeprint shown in F
Figure 1:






Crreating experience reports: T
The app supporrts users in
doocumenting expperiences by prroviding an oppportunity to
wrrite them dow
wn. This includdes a descripttion of the
exxperience and personal reflectioons on the repoort. Figure 2
(leeft) shows a report (no. 1) w
with a personaal reflection
coomment (2). Wriiting down expeeriences can be a trigger for
iniitial reflection [333] and providess a basis for laterr reflection.
Sh
haring experieence reports: E
Experience repoorts remain
prrivate to users innitially, but can bbe shared with oothers. Once
theey are shared, otther users can fiind them as show
wn in Figure
2 (right, no. 4). Sharing experiiences with othhers can be
reggarded as askingg them for feedbback or opinions (cf. [39]).
Coommenting on
n experience reports: To engage in
refflection on shaared experiencee reports users can create
coomments on theese reports as shhown in Figuree 2 (left, 3).
Coomments may contain similaar experiences of a user,
suuggestions for aacting in the siituation described or other
refflective contennt. Comments are core to ccollaborative
refflection, as theyy enable the neecessary commuunication for
thee exchange of peerspectives and insights [4,10,333].

The appp provides a ceertain structure for its users, asssuming that
the connduction of taskks such as creatting reports of eexperiences,
commeenting on them and thinking abbout corresponding changes
to workk can create a floow of collaborattive reflection.

3.2 F
Four Cases of Collaborrative Reflecction
Supp
port
The TaalkReflection Appp was used wiith four differennt groups in
three oorganizations, w
with each of the groups providinng a unique
contextt for using the app. Cases 1 aand 2 were run in a public
admini stration organizaation in the UK. Case 1 includedd the interns
workinng in different ddepartments of tthe organizationn, who were
supposeed to use the toool to learn how
w to interact withh colleagues
and meembers of the puublic professionnally. Case 2 waas done with
particippants of two ddepartments coonducting similaar services,
which w
were to be mergged into one deppartment. The aaim of using
the toool was to share and reflect on practices of thee respective
other ddepartment to suppport the merginng process. Casee 3 was done
German hospitaal, who wanted to improve
with phhysicians of a G
their abbilities to talk to relatives, whichh is a task physiccians are not
prepareed for well in m
medical school. Case 4 was connducted in a

British care home for people suffering from dementia. The aim of
this study was to support care staff in improving their skills in
conversations with residents, relatives and third parties.
The cases were conducted within different timeframes and with
different amounts of users – the study configuration was based on
the goals and resources of the different organizations. Table 1
gives an overview of time and participants for each case – it
should be noted, however, that the numbers for the participants
given in the table refer to the total amount of participants in the
beginning of the study. In each study participants dropped after a
short period of time, reducing the actual amount of users. This
was especially relevant for case 1, in which six participants
stopped using the tool after a couple of days of activity. As
participants dropped out at similar times (some after initial usage,
some after a couple of days) and given the sample size we cannot
differentiate groups of users and will refer to the full number of
participants for each study in this if not explicitly stated
differently. Using the data of all participants is necessary because
the content they put in the app during the first days cannot be
removed from the rest of the content, as for example other
participants commented on each the notes created by the dropouts.
Table 1. Overview for cases of using the TalkReflection App.
Domain
Participants
Duration (days)
Time
Dominant user
Process integr.
Co-location

Case 1
Interns,
public ad.
18
51
Sep-Oct
2013
no
no
no

Case 2
Public
admin.
12
80
Aug-Oct
2013
yes
yes
partly

Case 3
Hospital
9
42
Jul-Aug
2013
yes
no
yes

Case 4
Care
Home
9
50
Aug-Sep
2013
no
no
yes

In each case, the TalkReflection App was introduced to the
participants in on-site workshops including an introduction of the
app and a session of initially using of the app, asking some users
to provide real experience reports and others to comment on them.
It was also discussed how the app could be used in the respective
workplace, including how to use it in meetings or during the day.
No further instructions were given, and the groups were allowed
to use the tool in a way that suited the group best.
The resulting usage of the tool, although voluntary in each case,
differed in terms of organization and conduction (see Table 1): In
case 1 and 4 participants used the app in a self-directed way to
reflect in the team of workers, meaning that the organization and
course of reflection was left to the participants. In contrast to that,
cases 2 and 3 had dominant users, who took control over the
reflection process: in case 2 the manager responsible for the
departments took the role of driving the usage and in case 3 the
head physician played this role. In cases 1, 3 and 4 the app was
used in parallel to other work, while in case 2 it was integrated
into the process of merging the departments, including meetings
in which the participants discussed issues reported in the app. In
addition, the opportunities for face-to-face communication
differed, as in cases 3 and 4 users worked on the same floor, while
in case 1 the interns worked at different workplaces in different
buildings and in case 2 the two departments were located in
different buildings as well. Table 1 summarizes this information.

3.3 Measures for Collaborative Reflection
Our work aimed at understanding the use of the TalkReflection
App as a particular collaborative reflection support tool in
different groups and workplaces by analyzing each group but also
by comparing group behavior and output. We took into
consideration specifics of each case and derived insights on the
role of tools to support collaborative reflection at work.
The analysis was done with a mixture of tools to ensure a holistic
view on how the participants in the studies use the TalkReflection
App. For this we combined usage and content analysis with
qualitative feedback from participants to also capture the
subjective impact created by using app:





Usage analysis was done by the amount of content created
over time and analyzing the conversation structure.
Social network analysis was applied to analyze the
communication between participants.
The content created by the participants was analyzed with a
specially developed content coding scheme.
The results from the analysis mentioned above were
compared to feedback given in interviews and focus groups.

We are aware that in our analysis we are facing an observer
problem: While we have detailed data on what happened in the
app, we have comparably little data on reflection outside the app,
that is, reflection possibly started in the app and continued in faceto-face situations without leaving traces in the app. Therefore we
cannot make general assumptions on the collaborative reflection
taking place in the cases from our analysis, but we can derive
insights on how users reflected in the app and the impact resulting
directly from using the tool for collaborative reflection. This
reflects the perspectives of users reflecting in the community
connected by the tool (which is not necessarily co-located as for
example in cases 1 and 2), new users entering the app or users
who cannot be present in certain face-to-face encounters.

3.3.1 Usage analysis: Measures
Besides content analysis, analyzing and comparing group
behavior needs data describing group and individual behavior to
set group activity and outcomes into context. Using a theoretical
and empirical base showing that collaborative reflection relies on
the sharing of experiences, articulating perspectives and opinions
on such shared experiences and engaging in collaborative
sensemaking and inference, we found that we also need means to
describe and analyze user and group activity. Concerning
descriptive data on user and group activity we use






the amount of experiences reports and comments made on
them (using the terminology from the description of the
TalkReflection App) as information about general activity
necessary to make reflection work in a group (creating,
sharing, commenting, see [6,13,33,35]). To compare these
figures among cases, they need to be normalized, that is set
into relation to the timeframe data was collected in and the
amount of users participating in the case.
the average length of communication threads as proposed
by [18] to provide insights on the engagement of users into
conversations. The average length was calculated from the
number of comments, not counting the experience report
being the root of each thread.
the answer ratio to experience reports as proposed by [8] as
a measure for responsiveness of the group. This measure is
also an indicator for attention to others’ contributions, which is
crucial for collaborative reflection [4,9,11,17]. The answer
ratio was calculated as the ratio between the number of

experience reports commented on by at least one user
compared to the total number of experience reports.

from them, (2) trying to understand and solve issues in experiences
shared, and (3) describing learning and change.

Adding to such descriptive data on user interaction, we use basic
social network analysis as proposed by [8,37], including

Table 2. Coding scheme for content in collaborative reflection
tools, with example from the content analyzed.



Code

Phase

1

Description of an experience and mentioning of an
issue in an experience report or in comments, including
the course of actions for the experience, e.g. “I had a
very rude person on the phone. She […]”

2

Mentioning and describing emotions of oneself or
others to complement the description of experiences,
helping the authors and others to later go back to the
emotions, e.g. “this really made me angry”.

3

Interpreting or explaining behavior in the
experience, including rationales for certain own or
others’ behavior as well as potential reasons for issues,
e.g. “It [the experience] was made worse by that fact that
[…]”.

4

Linking an experience explicitly to other experiences
by mentioning or describing own or others’ experiences
relevant to the experience described, e.g. “I had a similar
situation last week […]”.

5

Based on the suggestion to apply combined approaches for the
analysis of conversations, we used the abovementioned measures to
analyze collaborative reflection in the cases and to complement the
content analysis described below.

Linking an experience to knowledge by referring to
own or collective knowledge, data and other resources
relevant to the experience, including advice without
further explanation, e.g. “Never do […]” or “Perhaps
send an email before approaching in person”.

6a

3.3.2 A Coding Scheme for Collaborative Reflection
Content

Responding to the explanation of an experience by
providing possible alternative perspectives to the
original interpretation, e.g. “I might have said […]”.

6b

Responding to the explanation of an experience by
challenging or supporting assumptions, opinions or
attributions made, e.g. “Agreed!” or “Hmmm. Is this
really different from […]?”

7a

Contributing to work on a solution by providing
reasons for the issue by explicitly mentioning the
background of the issue or going beyond standard
solutions, e.g. “Could it be down to […]?”

7b

Contributing to work on a solution by providing
solution proposals, including reasons for the proposal
or experiences linked to it, but without proposing to set
them in practice; e.g. “I suggest this is escalated to your
manager because […]”

8a

Showing insights or learning from reflection by
describing better individual understanding of the
experience and drawing conclusions for own work, e.g.
“I realized I should not be worried about …”

8b

Showing insights or learning from reflection by
generalizing from reflection by finding solutions that
fit beyond the context of the current experience reflected
on, e.g. “The key for us guys is definitely […]”

9

Describing or implementing change such as proposing
to apply practices, discussing change implementation or
describing change set into practice, e.g. “Will definitely
try and do […] in the future”.



the density of the graph resulting from conversations as
proposed by [8]. This graph is composed by directed edges
between users, and an edge is added from user A to user B if
user A has added a comment in a thread originating from user
B’s experience report. The density of the graph is then
calculated as the ratio between the number of edges in the
graph and the possible maximum of edges). It shows how may
different pairs of people communicated in the group.
the ratio of unique edges in the graph as a measure of
diversity in group communication. The number of unique
edges is calculated by counting how many edges are exactly
once in the graph, and it shows how many different edges are
in the graph – an edge may be in the graph more than once
between two users A and B if there were multiple comments of
user A to user B’s reports. The unique edge ratio is then
calculated as the ratio between the number of unique edges and
the total number of edges in the graph. A high ratio thus means
that many different pairs of users communicated with each
other, thus indicating high diversity. A low ratio means that
there were fewer pairs, implicating that there were some pairs
in the group that communicated more often with each other. In
contrast to the density of the graph this measure is stable
against users dropping out early as it uses the actual amount of
edges in the graph instead of the possible maximum amount as
a basis.

Besides data describing the interaction between users, the content
created in the TalkReflection App provides good insights into how
the tool was used in the cases. Facing the lack of existing schemes
or methods to analyze collaborative reflection content in tools and
drawing from the work described in section 3.3.1 on (collaborative)
reflection we developed a coding scheme to analyze content of
reflection support tools. It distinguishes different phases of
reflection as describe din in section 3.3.1, starting from the
description of an experience and ending with the description of
changes in own behavior made or to be made. In particular, it
includes nine phases as described in Table 2.
These phases in the scheme may build on each other. In a reflection
session the description of an experience may be followed by the
provision of one or more interpretation, one or more proposals for
action and possibly the mentioning of learning and change.
However, the choice of single codes does not depend on other
codes, meaning that for example we may code 7b for solutions
suggestions directly after using code 1 for a description of
experiences without needing any other code in between.
Besides describing different aspects of collaborative reflection, the
codes can be subsumed into three basic stages of reflection
described similarly by Fleck and Fitzpatrick [9] and de Groot et al.
[11]. The stages were aligned to the levels of collaborative
reflection differentiated by Fleck and Fitzpatrick [9], and they
include (1) the description and sharing of experiences and emotions

Stage 1 is concerned with the basic elements of reflection such as
descriptions of experiences, emotions and initial assessments,
which are created by an individual.. Stage 2 comprises activities
in the actual collaborative reflection process such as exchanging
experiences and knowledge (codes 4 and 5) as well as critically
referring to each other and contributing to solutions (codes 6 and
7). Stage 3 is focused only on outcomes as the decisive part for
success of collaborative reflection. This includes the description
of learning insights (codes 8a and 8b) or plans for changes (code
9). This stage needs to be separated from the reflection process
conceptually, as for example in contributions tagged with codes
7a or 7b people may juggle with different thoughts and aspects,
while reaching stage 3 means they have to report insights and
actual change. Table 3 summarizes these stages and shows which
codes belong to each stage. In our analysis we assigned a
communication thread to a certain stage if at least one code of the
stage applied to the session. We used these stages to analyze the
success of collaborative reflection that can be perceived from
using the app.
Table 3. Stages of reflection and codes related to the stages.
Stage

Description

Codes

1

Provision and description of experience,
but no (explicitly) traces of reflection

1, 2

2

Reflection on experiences, including
analysis and potential solutions, but no
(explicit) mentioning of learning or change

3-7

3

Learning or change resulting from reflection
explicitly mentioned

8, 9

The differentiation of these levels allows an analysis of the
success of using the tool, that is, how far (in terms of results)
users got in their reflection with the tool and how much these
users could benefit from using the tool by becoming aware of
shared perspectives on issues or learning and change happening.

3.4 Dataset for the Analysis
For the analysis of the four cases we used a dataset for each case
that contains all content created in the cases within the respective
timeframes shown in Table 1 as well as log data on usage of the app
and qualitative data such as feedback from participants and
observations made onsite in the cases.
For the analysis we reduced the resulting dataset to collaborative
content, that is, content including a report describing an experience
and at least one comment on that experience. This was done to
ensure we only analyzed content created in interaction between
people. The figures for “answer ratio” (the proportion of reports
receiving at least one comment) in Table 4 show that for every case
this was the vast majority of content. After coding the content, we
removed non-reflective content from the dataset, that is, content in
which there were no traces of reflection, indicated by no code being
applicable to the conversation. Again, this was only the case for a
few cases, thus not reducing the dataset drastically. Table 4 shows
the resulting number of conversations analyzed for each case. These
two steps reduced the dataset from 109 conversations and 176
comments to 74 conversations and 159 comments analyzed.

3.5 Participant Feedback
Additionally to the usage data and the content in the app we
received different direct feedback from participants. This feedback
was received on different ways in the different cases due to different
possibilities to receive this feedback. Most important, while in cases

2, 3 and 4 we were able to hold focus group meetings of
participants, this was not possible in case 1 due to the different
workplaces of the interns. In cases 1, 2 and 3 we were able to
conduct a debriefing meeting with the manager of the group, which
was not possible in case 4. In case 3 we were able to conduct short
interviews with participants. In all cases, we received occasional
feedback via email. Given these differences the data cannot be
compared to each other but still contains valuable insights on the
cases.

4. RESULTS
4.1 App Usage and Group Behavior
To understand how the app was used in the different groups, we
compiled the basic usage data as described above and set it into
relation to the time and amount of users in each case. Table 4shows
the resulting figures describing the usage of TalkReflection in the
cases. In our analysis, we differentiated between average usage per
user and day to account for the different numbers of participants,
and overall usage figures of activity not regarding the number of
users (e.g., reports per day). While the former gives insights into the
activity and motivation of each user, the latter is a measure for the
impression of activity a user gets from the app.
It can be seen from Table 4 that in all cases a fairly high proportion
of experience reports created were also commented on (answer ratio
between 0.71 for case 2 and 0.88 for case 3). This indicates that the
app has been used collaboratively and that users had an interest in
reflecting together in all cases. The lower value for case 2 may be
caused by scale effects, meaning that users had more choice to
comment on (nearly twice as many reports) and thus stuck to the
most interesting ones. Other figures show that collaboration differed
in its intensity: In cases 2 and 3 the average user created 0.31
experience reports per day (“Reports/user, day”), while this was less
in cases 1 and 4 – again we need to take into account that in case 1
several users stopped using the tool after a couple of days, thus
lowering the respective average values for case 1. Likewise, we can
see that in cases 2 and 3 the average user created more comments
per day than in cases 1 and 4. Therefore we can conclude that users
in cases 2 and 3 were about twice as active as users in the other
cases.
Table 4. Usage figures for the four cases.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Reports

24

45

25

15

Reports/day

0.47

0.56

0.57

0.48

Reports/user,day

0.03

0.05

0.06

0.05

Comments

47

65

39

25

Answer ratio

0.83

0.71

0.88

0.80

Comments/day

0.92

0.81

0.93

0.50

Comments/user,day

0.05

0.07

0.10

0.06

Avg. thread length

2.35

2.03

1.77

2.08

Concerning the intensity of communication, that is how many
reports and comments were created per day, activity in the cases
was similar, with the exception of the low number of comments per
day for case 4. In case 1 there were on average more comments in
communication threads than in the other cases, with case 3 showing
the lowest value for average communication thread length. Thus we
may conclude that case 1 showed more overall activity than the
other cases (although per user and day this was different due to the
dropouts), while the others trail in at least one aspect (answer ratio

for case 2, thread length in case 3 and comments per day in case 4).
This can only be partially attributed to the number of users in case
1, as – including the early dropouts in case 1 – case 2 had a similar
number of users.
Regarding the collaborative reflection activity in the app, the answer
ratio was fairly high in all cases, with case 2 trailing the others and
case 3 showing the highest value. Likewise, the number of new
experience reports per day is similar in all cases, while the number
of new comments per day is significantly lower for case 4 than in
the other cases. This means we can consider cases 1 and 3 to be
most active in terms of output, while in case 2 some experience
reports were not regarded by users and in case 4 users created less
comments.
Besides a description of the groups and how they worked, the
figures in Table 4 also provide insights into the average usage for
tools supporting collaborative reflection: Averages of about 0.5
documents per day, 2.6 to 5.4 comments per user and 0.5 to 1
comment per day in all cases suggest that the usage we observed
may be typical for small to medium groups using reflection tools
like the TalkReflection App. Feedback from participants and our
observations underpins this: Participants in different cases told us
that they do not encounter critical situations every day and therefore
did not use the app more often. Given that in case 1 several
participants stopped using the app early (see section 3.2), we may
expect the numbers to be slightly higher in practice. However, while
other studies run in other settings suggest that reflection tools may
be used more often (e.g., [15]), when using collaborative reflection
tools in real work environments we should expect usage as
described by the figures in Table 1 and Table 4.

4.2 Collaboration Network
Looking for insights into the collaboration network in the app, we
applied basic social network analysis as proposed by [37,40] to the
log data gathered from the cases (see section 3.3)1. The network
graph analyzed includes the participants from the cases as vertices
and the connection between a user commenting on another user’s
experience report as directed edges from the user commenting to the
user being commented on. This means that for each graph the
number of edges is the number of comments and the number of
vertices is the number of users in the cases as shown in Table 4.
As Table 5 shows, graph density is lowest for case 1 and highest for
case 4, with cases 2 and 3 in between. This indicates that in case 4
more users were connected to each other than in the other cases; the
low density for case 1 can be explained by the several dropouts in
the study as mentioned above. This is underpinned by the fact that
the unique edge ratio is highest for cases 1 and 4, and considerably
lower for cases 2 and 3. This suggests that communication in cases
1 and 4 was more diverse (more different pairs of users
communicating) than in cases 2 and 3, while the low values indicate
in cases 2 and 3 there might have been fewer but closer
communication relationships established.
Table 5. Analysis of social network aspects in the cases.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Graph density

0.10

0.17

0.19

0.25

Unique edge ratio

0.62

0.18

0.21

0.60

1

The social network analysis was done using NodeXL, a
Microsoft Excel based tool (https://nodexl.codeplex.com/).

These differences can be attributed to the different cooperation
styles established or chosen in the cases: While in cases 1 and 4
participants used the tool in a self-directed manner, in cases 2 and
3 a user dominating the others was present (see section 3.2): In
case 2 the manager of the participant had decided to drive the
reflection in the tool, and in case 3 the senior physician had asked
his staff to use the tool and promised to comment on the issues
shared by them in return. This resulted in multiple communication
edges between the respective manager and different other users,
and (as some users were reluctant to add a comment before the
dominant user had added one) fewer other edges.

4.3 Content Analysis: Collaborative
Reflection Outcomes
Content coding was done independently by two coders on the
level of single contributions to conversations (reports and
comments). This means that a code was assigned once or not at all
to an experience report or comment. The coding resulted in 597
codes assigned by the two coders.
Concerning the agreement among coders, we calculated values for
Krippendorff’s Alpha for each code. Results were mixed: While
we found acceptable values (.75 and slightly below) for some
codes (e.g., codes 4 and 5), we also found worse for others (e.g.,
codes 6a and 7a). Analyzing the differences between the coders
we found that despite differences in some codes there was good
agreement concerning the stage of reflection reached in each
conversation (see Table 3 for the stages). When calculating the
inter-rater agreement on these levels, we arrived at good
agreement values (97% for stage 1, 96% for stage 2, 80% for
stage 3). Although the level of details is lower for these stages
compared to the coding scheme, the quality of the resulting data is
better. Therefore we will describe results from the coding by the
levels reached in the conversations. To further enhance the quality
of the coding for stage 3, the coders discussed differences in using
codes 8a, 8b and 9, resulting in a coding agreed upon the two
coders. This data was used for the following analysis.
Table 6. Stages of collaborative reflection reached in the cases.
Stage

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

# Conversations

17

24

21

12

1

100 %

95.8 %

100 %

100 %

2

94.1 %

95.8 %

95.2 %

83.3 %

3

23.5 %

33.3 %

0%

16.7 %

Analyzing the content coding and applying it to the three stages of
collaborative reflection described in Table 3, we found that stages
1 and 2 were reached in most conversations throughout the cases,
while there are differences in the proportion of conversations that
led to outcomes on stage 3. The results for stage 1 are not
surprising, because before the coding the obviously non-reflective
conversations were eliminated from the sample. The
conversations that did not reach this stage (only two thread in case
2, see Table 6) were initiated by the respective user with solution
suggested for a certain problem and reflected upon afterwards,
thus lacking the description of concrete experiences. The high
proportion of conversations that reached stage 2 is a result better
than we initially expected, especially for the cases with lower user
numbers. The figures for stage 3 show major differences between
the groups with case 2 reaching this stage for one third of all
conversations and case 3 not reaching it in any thread. Table 6
gives an overview of stages reached.

Interpreting these figures, we can see that if reports on
experiences received at least one comment (that is, the data set we
coded) the conversation was very likely reach stage 2 and thus to
be reflective – even in the worst case (case 4) 83% of the
conversations reached this stage. This can be seen as a success of
the tool, especially because we found in earlier studies that many
conversations in which issues had been brought up were not
systematically reflected on, and for the few that people reflected
on there were no traces left of the corresponding conversation
afterwards [reference omitted for blind review]. This shows how
the TalkReflection App changed collaborative reflection in the
cases: It created opportunities to reflect together asynchronously
(that is, without the need to switch from other tasks or to step back
immediately from work when being told about an experience) and
made outcomes from reflection available after the reflection
session and outside face-to-face group meetings.
In addition, we may conclude that cases 1 and 2 were more
successful in terms of learning outcomes and change, and that in
case 3 no learning took place. We are aware that concluding from
the lack of explicit mentioning of this stage that neither learning
or change resulted from using the tool is dangerous, as
communication on this may have taken place outside the tool in
face-to-face situations. In fact feedback from participants and our
observations in workshops revealed that this was true for many
cases. However, with a focus on the role of tools in collaborative
reflection support, which may bring together reflection groups
unable to reflect in daily face-to-face interaction, lower
percentages of stage 3 reached for a group also mean that by using
the tool a user gets less information on what can be learned and
derived from experiences shared. The result for stage 3 is a pity
especially in cases such as case 3, in which there was good effort
in using the app but not even one result from reflection
documented. In such cases if people are not part of meetings or
other occasions in which communication on what to draw from
the discussion in the tool takes place cannot take full benefit from
collaborative reflection.
The high proportion of stage 2 conversations and the existence of
some conversation reaching stage 3 also show the impact of using
the tool: In almost all cases the tool enabled reflection among
users and – especially in cases 1 and 2 – often led to explicit
articulations of outcomes from reflection. Comparing this to
situations we faced in earlier case studies [reference omitted for
blind review], in which many experiences to be reflected as well
as ideas and insights from reflection were soon forgotten, this
makes reflection not only possible, but also sustainable and
understandable for those not directly involved but reading through
the content of a tool afterwards.

4.4 Participant Feedback
This section describes the feedback of the different sources
described in section 2.5. In case 1 participants and the manager
told us that reflection with the tool helped them to cope with
challenges they met as new employees in their respective jobs.
We were also told that activity in the tool only lasted a short
timeframe, as interns have short-time contracts and thus the user
base soon became too small – new users were not added by the
interns’ manager.
In case 2 participants told us that using the tool was valuable to
reflect on own practices and changes on it in the upcoming merge
of the departments, especially when reflection could not be done
immediately. Their manager as the leading users of the tool added
that in his impression the two departments had become closer to

each other as a result of reflection, and that he had liked to bring
up topics and to ask his staff to reflect on them.
In case 3 some participants told us that despite using the tool they
did not see much value in it as they had known most experiences
reported from face-to-face interaction before. Others mentioned
that the exchange had helped them to know that others had similar
problems, and to receive advice from the senior physicians, who
had added this advice to nearly all reports. Overall, the perception
of value added by the tools was low among the assistant
physicians. The senior physician driving the usage stated that he
felt the tool gave him the opportunity to train his staff.
In case 4 participants told us that they were asked by their
manager to use the tool only in breaks and in the small office of
the care home, which they only used for documentation purposes.
Those who had used the tool despite these constraints told us that
they found it valuable to reflect on stressful cases, but were
limited severely by time constraints in using the app, which was
an extra effort for them. Some participants told us that they had
asked for more time and to discuss some issues from the app in
their meetings, which was refused by the manager.
The feedback of participants adds a flavor to the analysis that data
and content analysis cannot create. In particular, is shows the
attitude of participants towards the TalkReflection App, which
would have been overshadowed e.g. by orders to use the app (case
3) or constraints hindering the usage (case 4).

5. DISCUSSION
The results of our studies give good insights into how participants
used the TalkReflection App in each case, and also how the
groups differed from each. Given the lack of insights in this area,
this paper takes the support of collaborative reflection a step
further. Striving to answer the research questions given above,
this section analyzed these results.

5.1 Using Tools for Collaborative Reflection:
Patterns in Group Activity
The results from the studies show that in each of the cases there
was activity and engagement in collaborative reflection using the
TalkReflection App. The results also show that there were
differences in this activity and that the participants perceived the
value of using the app differently. Comparing the cases reveals
that there are some decisive aspects that accounted for success or
low activity and perceived value.
For case 1 we can see good values for overall collaborative
reflection activity (reports and comments per day, answer ratio)
and in participation (highest unique edge ratio and average thread
length). Other values on activity per user would have been higher
without the dropouts in the study. The case also shows a good
amount of stage 3 reflection outcomes, but the number of reports
is fairly low given the amount of users. Overall, case 1 can be
regarded as a case in which the TalkReflection App has added
value to the group. This is underpinned by the feedback we got
from the interns. This may be attributed to the spatial situation of
case 1, in which the interns worked at different departments and
did not have the opportunity to reflect together face-to-face on
problems they were facing. The TalkReflection App gave them
this opportunity, resulting in good uptake and results.
For case 2 we can see good values for reflection activity (good
values for reports and comments per user and day), and low
numbers for diversity (lowest unique edge ratio) and participation
(lowest answer ratio). In addition, case 2 has the largest
proportion of cases reaching stage 3 of reflection. Therefore, case

2 is an example in which average or low figures for participation
and diversity do not predict little reflection success – on the
contrary, the focus on the leading user that has caused low
diversity in this case seems to also have fostered reflection
outcomes. This is reflected by the feedback of users, who saw
much value in using the tool.
For case 3 we can see that despite good collaborative reflection
activity (most reports and comments per day and user, highest
answer ratio) the participation (low values for thread length and
from social network analysis) and output (no traces of stage 3 in
reports and comments, feedback indicating little impact) seems to
be low. We attribute this to the organization of reflection and the
dominant user in case 3: the assistant physicians had been asked
to use the tool regularly, which resulted in high usage figures, but
it had not been integrated into meetings and other face-to-face
discussion opportunities, lowering the perceived value and
outcomes. Moreover, the senior physician in case 3 acted as a
dominant user giving advice in his comments how to deal with the
respective situation rather than supporting reflection. This resulted
in other participants waiting for him to answer and thus lowering
the diversity in communication. Both of these effects may have
hindered collaborative reflection to take place to an extent that
resulted in traces of learning or change (stage 3).
For case 4 we can see mediocre to low figures for activity (least
reports and comments, least comments per day), high values for
diversity and participation (highest graph density, high unique
edge ratio) and at least some conversations that reached stage 3.
Taking into account the feedback we got on the constraints of
using the TalkReflection App in this case we can take it as an
example in which people saw value in the tool but could not hold
usage up. The resulting low usage is grounded in lacking process
integration and co-location of the users.
As one conclusion from our comparison we can say that single
dominant users in reflection groups can be good or bad for
reflection practice. While in cases 2 and 3 activity and
participation figures show engagement in reflection, the lead user
led to comparably little diversity in the communication (see Table
4). This, however, led to different effects on collaborative
reflection output: In case 2 it seems that the manager driving the
activity in the group caused the group to be more reflective in the
app, resulting in the highest number for occurrences of stage 3
reflection traces (Table 3). In case 3 the dominant user seems to
have caused the opposite, as none of the communication threads
contained traces of stage 3 reflection. This may be explained with
the different roles these users played (see sections 3.2 and 4.4): In
case 2 the manager had brought up topics and asked people to
reflect on them, thus acting as an enabler and driver of
collaborative reflection. In case 3 the physician had asked staff to
add experience reports and – instead of driving reflection – has
added his advice from the perspective of an experienced senior
physician, which users may have just taken instead of continuing
reflection – here the dominant user acted as an unintentional
blocker of reflection activity. In both cases the focus on the
dominant user may also be responsible for the low diversity in
communication, as their comments may have discouraged others
from commenting, resulting in edges from them other users may
have dominated the respective social network.
Another conclusion from the comparison is that scale matters: the
results of the different groups go along with group size and
overall activity. Even if per user and day cases 3 and 4 in some
respect performed equal or slightly better than cases 1 and 2, the
latter cases contain more results on the outcomes stage 3 of the

content analysis. This may be caused by the fact that with more
users a higher overall number of documents and comments is
created, also resulting in a higher average communication thread
length. In addition, for users (new or existing) of a collaboration
support tool a higher amount of content available makes using the
tool much more attractive, as they can see that people engage in
collaborative reflection in the tool and that issues are reflected on
intensively. This assumption is supported by the fact that the
lower answer ratio in case 2 seems to have had no negative effect
on the stages of reflection reached or any other figures – in
contrast case 2 has most outcomes on stage 3 of reflection. This
might be explained by the higher number of reports to choose
from, which gives users the chance to decide for engagement in
discussions on cases they are really interested in and which they
can contribute to. Taking these observations together, we may
conclude that collaborative reflection support tools such as the
TalkReflection App are more beneficial to groups of 10-15 and
more people than they are for small groups.

5.2 Factors supporting or constraining
Reflection Support Usage
The comparison of the groups as described above points to
measures and figures that help to explain why collaborative
reflection works better or worse in different settings:




Stages of reflection: Differentiating between the stages
described in Table 3 is a good indicator of reflection success
or failure; especially the differentiation between stage 2 and
3 seems to be crucial. Our results for stage 3 outcomes as
shown in Table 6 go along well with the perceived value
articulated in the feedback of participants, indicating that
they are a measure of success in a group.
Thread length: In our cases, the average length of threads
was one indicator for good reflection outcomes as described
above and for satisfaction of users. This seems natural, as
longer threads implicate more engagement into
communication in the tool, thus increasing the chances that
threads will eventually lead to good outcomes.

In contrast to these measures, the analysis shows that other
measures such as answer ratio or activity per user and day showed
different values for the groups, but did not predict reflection
success in any way, as cases 1 (low values per day and user) and 2
(lowest answer ratio) show. Although disregarding group size,
figures for total activity in terms of reporting and commenting
worked much better. The other way round, particularly low values
for such figures such as for comments per day in case 4 indicate
that reflection has not worked well. Together with thread length as
a good indicator of reflection success (see above), this points to
the assumption that size and scale of reflection groups are more
important than average individual activity. A reflection group
might reach a threshold of activity per day from which on it might
be perceived more interesting to choose a relevant case and to
comment on cases – further work should look into this as a
success factor of tools support for collaborative reflection.
In addition to these aspects the cases also show that some
measures cannot give insights into collaborative reflection tool
uptake and usage without additional context. For example, social
network analysis such as communication graph density and
unique edge ratio cannot be considered predictors of collaborative
reflection quality without other information given as context: In
the cases, good output on stage 3 and participation co-occurred
with low (case 2) and high (case 1) values for graph density and
unique edges, and vice versa.

The aspects described above may also help the design of a sociotechnical reflection setting, in which tools have to be embedded
into certain circumstances and managed properly. The cases also
point to decisive factors in this dimension:






Dominant user vs. self-directed use: The cases show that
tools support for collaborative reflection can be successful in
self-directed tool usage (case 1) and directed by a dominant
user (case 2) – under both circumstances it may also be less
successful (cases 3 and 4). This may be a matter of scale and
critical mass of users being active, as for the larger group in
case 1, in which different users were active, self-directed
usage worked while for the small group, in which some users
did not find the time to use the app often, it did not.
Role of a dominant user: Looking into cases 2 and 3 we
have seen that the behavior of the dominant user was
decisive for the success in these cases: A coach and driver of
reflection fosters collaborative reflection activity while and
advisor blocks it. We should therefore make users who might
take this role aware of the impact they have on reflection.
This (for some) may need a change in managers’ mindset in
becoming a coach rather than answering all questions, and it
may need training.
Process integration and co-location: The cases show that
when using collaborative reflection tools in practice colocation and process integration need to be taken care of
together. For the cases (partly) co-located (2, 3, 4; see Table
1) we saw that when there was no process integration (case 3
and 4) the app did not produce additional value – people used
face-to-face encounters to talk about the most important
issues anyway. In case 2, in which half of the users were
collocated, the manager had integrated the app into meetings
and made it a part of people’s work. This resulted in
successful reflection. We can also conclude that without
process integration or good facilitation reflection support
tools may provide limited value for co-located groups.



Besides analyzing the roles the TalkReflection App played in
supporting collaborative reflection in the cases we also need to ask
what improved tools for this support should be able to do. This
means asking how a tool (besides using a lead user and proper
processes) may support individual and groups in achieving more
and better results from collaborative reflection. While our study
may not provide an exhaustive list of requirements for such apps,
the insights taken from the cases already point to some
improvements:




Concerning the latter finding, one may argue that this does not
come at a surprise, as in co-located groups much happens in direct
communication. However, we saw that with good process
integration and facilitation the app provided benefit in the (partly)
co-located group of case 2 and that, given different behavior of
the dominant user, this might have also happened in case 3.

5.3 The Role of Tools in Collaborative
Reflection



The analysis of the cases described in this paper reveals three ways
in which the TalkReflection App was helpful for the participants:




Keeping up reflection: For all cases our results suggest that
the TalkReflection App helped participants to engage in
reflection over a period of time. This is indicated by
continuous usage over time, by good answer ratios to
experience reports any by and overall satisfying activity in all
cases. However, we can also say that keeping up reflection is
not enough for reaching higher levels of reflection output and
perceived value, as it was also present in the less successful
cases.
Supporting face-to-face reflection: Especially from case 2
we can see that reflection tools show benefit if they are used to
foster reflection in face-to-face situations such as meetings.
The manager in case 2 had included this usage from the
beginning, which may also have motivated participants to use
the tool. In other cases such as cases 3 and 4 this was not done,
and consequently the app was perceived less valuable as it did

not add much to everyday communication possibilities – in
case 3 participants had even asked for this support. We can
therefore consider support for face-to-face reflection, for
example using the content of the app in meetings like in case 2,
as a way tools can become helpful for reflection.
Connecting reflection participants: Case 1 and partly case 2
show that the value added by the tool lies in the connection of
participants who work in different places to a (virtual)
reflection group. The interns reflecting in case 1 with other
interns would not have had the opportunity to reflect with
peers in similar positions regularly without the tool. Therefore,
given a situation in which people are not co-located or have
regular meeting, connecting them to virtual reflection group is
a major role tools can play in reflection support.



Provoke activity: Our analysis shows that overall activity
seems to be helpful to keep up reflection and reach good
results. In addition we saw that if reports received comments,
the discussion was likely to become reflective. Therefore, tools
supporting collaborative reflection should provoke activity
among users, e.g. by reminding users of reports shared with
them and prompting them to create comments.
Scaffold dominant user role: We have shown that dominant
users can be supportive in reflection, but that they may also
drag too much attention to them and thus hinder reflection.
Tools have limited power in coping with this, but may for
example differentiate between user roles: If, like in case 3, it is
known (and intended) in advance that more experienced users
are part of the reflection group, a tool might enable them to
contribute only after a certain while in order not to inhibit
others from commenting from their point of view. Likewise, as
tool could allow a dominant user to push reflection as a coach
or driver by directly addressing others to contribute to certain
discussions.
Point to relevant issues: Our study indicates that more users
and more cases in total may lead to better choice among
experiences reports, which in turn lead to more commenting.
Besides relying on such scale effects tools may support
reflection even more if they recommend relevant issues to
users, thus making contributions more likely.
Balance diversity and intensity of communication: We have
seen that diversity in communication (more links between
users) and intensity (recurring links between the same users)
may both be helpful to foster exchange among reflection
participants and to deepen reflection. Tools may support a
balance between these effects by managing the social network
of reflection, e.g. showing users their existing communication
partners and proposing new partners that might have similar
issues at work.

Our analysis revealed differences between group activity and – from
combining these differences with content analysis and qualitative
feedback – insights on which differences indicate reflection success
or flaws in reflection. From this we identified measures that may

predict reflection success and other measures that at least point to
more or less successful reflection.
In terms of setting up technology supported collaborative reflection
as socio-technical system we can say that dominant users in the role
of coaches have a positive influence in reflection tools, that process
integration is decisive in small, co-located groups while connecting
people is important in dislocated groups and that overall activity
positively influences outcomes. In particular, our results suggest
that for groups in which users are connected mainly by a tool a selfdirected, non-integrated approach may be sufficient, as the surplus
of being connected and able to reflect together is enough motivation
for users to participate. Case 1 is a model case for this. In contrast,
for small co-located groups an approach with a user driving
reflection and with good integration into work such as using content
from the tool in meetings seems to work, as case 2 shows. This may
help to overcome flaws such as lacking time to reflect, little
perceived value and others identified in cases 3 and 4.
In a way these results resemble the old-new themes of the disparity
between effort invested and benefit gained [12] and added value for
the individual [7], but we apply these general principles to
constraints of collaborative reflection that need to be in place to
make collaborative reflection work. Continuously analyzing, for
example, the length of threads in a reflection tool or the overall
group’s activity to ensure a certain amount of activity in the tool
may help to keep reflection going in a tool. However, we regard the
results presented here as a start for such analysis, and we will strive
to find more of such measures to allow the design of better tools to
support collaborative reflection.
Our analysis also shows that results from reflection do not emerge
automatically just by giving people tools. While we could see in all
cases that if at least one comment was made on a report, reflection
on the level of stage 2 was likely to happen. However, reflection on
the level of stage 3 did not follow in the same way. Our data
suggests that this stage may be reached more likely if the activity in
the tool is higher and if the tool fits better to the groups, thus adding
value to the setting it is used in (e.g. being used for meetings in colocated settings. Likewise, we saw that a user taking charge of the
reflection process by e.g. asking others to provide stage 3 insights
can foster such outcomes of collaborative reflection. Looking
deeper into these results and the implications drawn from them
above as well, applying them to design and orchestration of
reflection tools and refining them is necessary to support
collaborative reflection sufficiently.
The TalkReflection App as presented here cannot be regarded as a
blueprint for collaborative reflection support tools in general, as
there neither any such tools to compare it to nor a lot of insights to
characterize what such tools need to do besides the support
described in this paper. Therefore the results presented above cannot
be generalized for all collaborative reflection support, but they can
be understood as a basis to draw from for further work and research
on collaborative reflection tool support. Furthermore, we expect
features of other collaborative reflection support tools to overlap
with the features of the TalkReflection App. In this sense, the results
presented in this paper show how collaborative reflection can be
done and provide insights into this currently not sufficiently
researched area that can be used to build on.

reflection, socio-technical aspects of supporting collaborative
reflection and requirements for tools implementing this support.
While these results are not final or generalizable, they provide good
ground to start from in further research.
Besides the insights on collaborative reflection to take away from
our work, we also recognized that there is need for better measures
of collaborative reflection activity. We identified some measures
that may help to differentiate successful from less successful
reflection groups and create intervention for the later ones while
learning from the former. However, these provide a rather coarse
grained classification of such groups and their tool usage, which
should be refined. Our future work will also look into this aspect of
research on collaborative reflection. Likewise, there is a need to
combine the analysis of reflection in tools better with observations
of reflection practice outside tools to gain a better overview of the
impact created by a tool. Combining the work presented in this
paper with approaches of ethnographic work we pursued earlier on
collaborative reflection [26] will thus be one direction for future
work.
Our work shows that collaborative reflection support is a field
worthwhile working on, as the tool used in our cases created change
in terms of opportunities for collaborative reflection in each case.
We also saw that there is still work to be done in order to make
technology supported collaborative reflection work at workplaces
and to tap from the potential that collaborative reflection has for
such workplaces.
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